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Workforce Development
Helping You To Meet Your Workforce Challenges

Training the Next Generation:

Process, Content and Flexible Training Considerations
By Sterling Gill, III – New Workforce Development Manager

If the number one challenge today 
facing our workforce is finding 
skilled talent, then what is number 
two? I believe that the number two 
challenge is: How do we train them? 
Other questions that come to mind: 
Are we developing people in house? 
Do we seek outside resources to do 
the training for us? Do we even have 
a plan? Maybe the bigger question 
when it comes to training is whom 
do we have to do the training? Here 
are three criteria to consider when 
developing a quality training 
program to deliver skills to 
our workforce.

The first consideration in a 
training program should be 
the instructional process. 
The process is important, 
as it is the means used to 
communicate the goal, 
the steps to achieve that 
goal and materials needed 
to inform and provide 
knowledge of the desired 
skill sets to be learned. 
One way to think of the 
instructional process is to 
look at it as a map. When deciding 
how to get to a location, we use a 
map. The map describes not only how 
to get there, but also provides context 
about our destination. The design of 
a training program should accomplish 
the same for its users. If we want our 
employees to obtain specific skill 
sets, then those skill sets must be 
identified, along with the body of 
knowledge needed to get them to be 
able to do those tasks.

The second consideration is content. 
Whether working with a new hire or 
current employee, a trainer uses both 

the work instructions and reference 
materials to help the employee 
understand the task and background 
needed to perform the task. This 
content makes it possible for the 
trainer to reaffirm the defined steps of 
the process and assess the employee’s 
ability based upon their performance 
of those identified steps. Instructional 
and reference materials should be 
easily understood, accessible and 
used as a point of reference when 
communicating throughout the entire 

training process. The materials will 
need to be kept current and modified 
as your team gains experience and 
offers continuous improvement ideas. 
Establishing a library of materials 
helps to standardize the training 
experience and assures uniformity of 
training provided to all performers. 
Eliminating variability between 
performers is a key to delivering 
world-class quality.

A third consideration is flexibility. 
There is no one-size-fits-all approach. 
Every performer is different in how 
they learn, how they understand and 

how they use new information. 
Since our learners are not one size 
fits all, why should our training 
options be limited? We need to 
be practical in implementing the 
program in our shop. We need 
to consider schedules, length of 
training sessions and the overall 
timeframe for the program to assure 
learner success and still meet the 
demands of our shop’s demanding 
production schedules. This needs 
to be carefully thought out to avoid 

learner burnout and loss of 
performers to production. To 
get this flexibility, we need to 
be open to options for work 
and training scheduling. 
We need to consider the 
platform and context where 
training takes place, as well 
as the time. After a full day 
of challenging and exacting 
work, will our learners be at 
their best for understanding 
new materials? Is online, 
classroom or a combination 
of the two the most effective 
means of providing our 
training materials? To 

become a best practice, our 
program needs an environment that 
is conducive to the desired training 
outcome for our learners.

Once we have located the talent 
that we need for our shops, it is up 
to us to provide the means to help 
them acquire the skills needed to 
add value and build their careers. 
Having a defined process, providing 
needed work instructions and 
reference material, and flexibility 
in delivering training are three 
important considerations as we 
embark on our training journey.




